
Application for participation in the 
project  „One Trip One Pick“      
  
The rules 

In the case of longer (approx. 20 minutes or more) trips with passengers, the participants undertake 
to collect at least 1 piece of (plastic) waste per trip, as far as possible with reasonable effort. 

The rubbish to be collected should preferably be rubbish which, if left in the location where it is 
found, is likely to damage animals, plants or people directly or indirectly. The participants undertake 
to dispose of the collected and their own waste properly and in accordance with local regulations. 

  

Participants may and should refer to their participation on their homepage on vehicles, print media, 
etc. by attaching the ICTP seal. 

Participation is free of charge in the first year (365 days from joining) *, from the 2nd year the 

Fees $79 per year. (* possibly plus 183 days for promotions)  
 

There is no automatic renewal and no automatic payment obligation. 
 
 Acting Green E.V. will provide the participant with advertising material in digital form (ICTP seal!) 
and to advertise (link) the website (or offers) of the participant including their logo on Acting-
Green.org. Link changes can be made a maximum of 2x per billing period free of charge, more for a 
fee (28 USD per change). 
  
Acting Green E.V. is entitled to terminate participation in the event of persistent violations of the 
collection bid. Participants can cancel at any time without notice. Paid contributions will be refunded 
pro rata at the end of the contract. 
  
After completion of the participation, the ICTP seal must be removed immediately, at the latest on 
the 7th working day after completion, from all websites, print media, etc. and vehicles of the 
withdrawing participant.  
  
We hereby apply for participation: (company stamp, signature)  
Place, Date   ________________________ ,    __________________________   
  
  
_______________________________         (______________________________)  
Signature and Name of signer 
 
A 14-day right of withdrawal is hereby pointed out. You will receive a confirmation within 10 
working days. 
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